e-Crew

Horizon Air Trip Trades
Notes for the Flight Attendants

Trip Trades allow Crewmembers to trade trips & working duties without involving Crew
Scheduling, provided the trade does not violate any Government, Company or contractual
rules.
Crewmembers have the option to trade with a specific Crewmember, forward the request to
several Crewmembers or trade a working duty on their roster for an open trip. In the event
that no immediate trade is available, Crewmembers can revisit the Trip Trade option at any
time to re-evaluate a request or opt for the system to automatically re-evaluate a pending
request.
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Important Information
For the purpose of this document, the following terminology applies.
Duty:

A trip or working duty (Reserve)

Open Trip:

A trip currently below the necessary crew
complement. Also called an un-crewed trip.

Working Duty:

The Crewmember is performing work for the
Company that is not a trip. Example, reserve
(standby) duty.

•

Crew may trade with Crewmembers from another Crew base.

•

All rules applicable to each Line Type are observed (e.g. Reserve Line Holders may
only trade reserve days with another Reserve Line Holder or a Coverage Line Holder).

•

Trades are automatically finalized when the Crewmember being forwarded the request
accepts the trade.

Navigating the Trip Trade Home Page
The following options are displayed after selecting the Trip Trades button on the main e-Crew
screen. Within this document, each one of these options will be explained in detail.

Below summarizes what each function on the Trip Trade home page provides:
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Request a Trip Trade: Allows Crew to submit a request to trade a duty
with another Crewmember or open time.
Summary of my Requests: Provides details of pending trade requests together
with the options to re-evaluate and/or delete a
request.
View Requests Directed To Me: Display any requests that have been sent to you.
The counter will notify you how many.
Personal Settings: Edit your personal settings preferences. For
example, you may specify whether other
Crewmembers can view your contact information
or not.
Open Flight Bidding: Trade for duties currently in open time or duties
that Crewmembers have advertised as a giveaway.
The following options can be found throughout the Trip Trade screens.
Request: This option will process the request entered on the
screen.
Clear Screen Selections: Removes any selections prior to a request being
submitted.
Trip Details in UTC: In depth trip information with begin, end, departure
and arrival times all reflected in UTC.
Trip Details in Local Time: In depth trip information with begin, end, departure
and arrival times all reflected in Local Station.
Crew On Flight: View Crewmembers assigned to the trip selected.

Within the ‘Request a Trip Trade’ button the following functions can be performed:
•
•
•
•
•

Swap an early duty with a late and vice-versa
Swap duty for another duty (Crew to Crew)
Swap specific days with specific Crew
Swap a trip/working duty with another specific duty on the same day
Giveaway a trip with nothing in return
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Search for Specific Crewmember to Trade With
To search for a specific Crewmember to forward a request to, enter either the Crewmember’s
ID number, the first letter of a surname or the full surname in the applicable box and then
press ‘Find Crew.’ This can be done from any of the trade options.

Enter the ID, first letter or full
surname and then ‘Find Crew.’

By inserting an ID number or the full surname and selecting ‘Find Crew,’ the applicable
Crewmembers roster will immediately appear below the Crew name.

Entering the first letter of a surname and selecting ‘Find Crew’ will display a list of all
Crewmembers with a surname beginning with that letter.
In the example below, Crewmember Komonthouros has requested to view a list of all
Crewmembers with a surname beginning with ‘M'. Once the list is displayed, Komonthouros
simply clicks on the name of the Crewmembers whose roster she wishes to view.

Enter the first letter, select ‘Find Crew’ and
then simply click on the name of the Crew
from the displayed.

If you are searching for a specific Crewmember and their name does not appear on the list,
then they have elected not to participate in the trip trade process.
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Different Methods of Submitting a Request
Once you have selected which duties you would like to trade, there are 2 methods, which can
be used to submit a request to be finalized.
Method 1:
The first option displays a list of Crewmembers who are legal for you to trade with. From this
list you may select which Crewmembers will receive your request.

The schedule of the Crewmember requesting the trade appears on the left. The schedule of the
name selected from the list of options appears on the right. Names will only be displayed if
they are legal to trade with at the time the trade is submitted (their schedule could change
before they view your request). The base of each Crewmember is displayed in red next to the
Crew name. The names may appear in two colors and are represented by the following:
1. Names appearing in black text indicate Crewmembers who have forwarded a request of
the same type to you (this request will also appear in ‘View Requests Directed To Me’).
When one of these names is selected, click on the ‘Accept and Finalize’ button to process
the trade. Below, Crewmember Handfield has been selected indicated by the dark blue
background.

2. Names appearing in blue text are Crewmember(s) that could fulfil your trade request if
you forward it to them. Once the names are selected, press the ‘Forward my request to the
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selected crew.’ The system will finalize the first legal trade to be accepted by one of the
three Crewmembers below.

Method 2:
The second option allows you to submit a request without viewing a list of legal trade options.
Instead, the request will be placed into a queue that the computer then processes at various
times throughout the day. Once a legal trade is identified by the system, the trade will be
forwarded to that Crewmember(s) and the request will be removed from the queue. The
names of the Crew that the request was forwarded to, will then be displayed in the ‘Summary
of My Requests’ screen.
If there are no legal trade options available at the time the request is reviewed by the system,
the request will be re-evaluated every few hours.
Note: The tick box next to ‘Evaluate and instantly forward my request to all available
Crewmembers’ will be enabled by default. If you wish to view list of legal trade options,
you must un-tick the box before clicking ‘Request.’

This message will appear once a trade request has been successfully recorded.
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‘Swap early with late and vice-versa’
Make a request to trade a specific duty with another Crewmember who meets your preferred
finish or start time. This type of trade involves duties starting and ending on the same date(s).
Indicates the date/duty you have selected to swap.
Example 1:
When trading a working duty, only one working duty can be traded at one time.
Crewmember Attendant wishes to swap duty 5146 on March 2nd for a duty ending by 2300
UTC. To complete this process, click on the trip number to be traded and then select ‘Finish
duty by’ (text will change to red). In this example, Attendant has chosen to not view the list of
possible trades but allow the system to send the request to any legal Crewmember instead.
To view options ending at exactly 2300, the time entered must be 2301 Local (or after). Enter
the desired end time in the appropriate box by using the keyboard or click the numbers
displayed on the screen.

To display a list of Crewmembers whose schedules include trips, working duties (reserve) or a
combination of the two, place a tick in the box next to the ‘New duty may also include reserve
duties’ option.
Example 2:
Crewmember Attendant wishes to trade trip 5146 starting on March 2nd with a trip that starts
after 1600 Local Base. FA: Attendant would like to trade specifically with Crewmember
Duck.
To complete this process, click on the trip number to be traded. Select ‘Start duty after,’ enter
the desired start time in the appropriate box and then enter Duck’s name in the box provided.
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After clicking ‘Request,’ the request will be forwarded to Duck for possible acceptance and
finalization.

To display a list of Crewmembers whose schedules include trips, working duties (reserve) or a
combination of the two, place a tick in the box next to the ‘New duty may also include reserve
duties’ option.
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‘Swap duty for another duty (Crew to Crew)’
This option is used to submit several different types of requests. From this screen, you can
submit a request to swap a duty for a day off, swap a trip for another trip of a different
duration (i.e. swap a 3 day trip for a 2 day trip in order to receive an additional day off) or
swap a trip for another trip of the same duration.
Indicates the duties you have selected which you would like to swap.
Indicates the days off you have selected to swap.
Example 1:
In this example, Crewmember Berry has requested to swap trip 4070 operating on the 21st and
22nd of November for days OFF. Crewmember Berry will work on their assigned days off on
the 12th and 18th of November (two single day duties in exchange).
Berry has elected for the system to identify and forward this request to any possible trade
options instead of receiving the list of names to choose from.
When the “Request” button is selected, the system will search for any Crewmember of the
same position, in any Crew base, with a single duty on the 12th of November, a single duty on
the 18th of November and days OFF on the 21st and 22nd of November. The request will be
forwarded to the Crewmember(s) matching the criteria that can legally trade with Berry.

Example 2:
Crewmember Berry has requested to swap trip 4070 operating on the 21st and 22nd of
November for days OFF. In exchange, she has elected to work on her assigned days off on the
18th and 19th of November. Trade options will include Crew from any base assigned to a 2day trip or two single day duties.
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Berry has chosen to review the list of possible trades and select which Crewmember(s) she
would like to forward her request to.
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Example 3:
Crewmember Berry has requested to swap trip 4065 starting on the 14th of November for a
specific 3-day trip starting on the 11th of November.
In order to submit this type of request, Berry should only select the first operating day of the
trip she would like to receive (i.e. 11th of November). This will activate the “A specific trip”
option (illustrated below).
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Sample 4:
In this example, Berry wishes to swap her 3 day trip starting on the 14th of November for two
single duties on the 13th and 14th of November and receive additional days off on the 15th and
16th.

In order to submit this request, Berry would select “Step 2” and from the roster click on the
13th and 14th of November.
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Example 5:
In this example, Crewmember Bell has requested to swap RA duty on the 8th of November for
a day off. In exchange, she will work on her assigned day off on the 30th of November.
Since the Line Type rules indicate that a Reserve Line Holder may only trade their reserve
day for another reserve day, the system will only search for Reserve or Coverage Line
Holders assigned to a reserve duty on the 30th of November and a day off on the 8th of
November.
Bell has chosen to review the list of possible trades and select from the list, which
Crewmember(s) she would like to forward her request to.
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‘Swap specific days with specific Crew’
Make a request to trade a duty(s) with a specific Crewmember’s corresponding duty(s). A
block of days or random days may be selected.
Indicates the day(s) selected that you would like to swap.
Example:
Crewmember Franko wishes to trade RA duty on March 1st and RA duty on March 2nd for
Crewmember Pop’s PA duty on the 1st and RP duty on the 2nd. Once Pop’s schedule is
displayed, Franko clicks on the dates to be traded from her own schedule and presses
‘Request.’
The system will immediately forward the trade to Pop if it is legal at that time. If the trade is
not possible, the system will display the reason(s) why the trade cannot be completed.

When trading a layover trip, every day of the trip must be selected. This can be done on your
schedule by both left clicking and selecting multiple days or by left clicking on the first in a
series of duties and then right clicking on the last.
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‘Swap a trip/working duty with another specific duty on the same day’
Make a request to trade a duty with another Crewmember on the same date(s) or for an
available open trip.
Indicates the duty you would like to swap.
Example 1:
Crewmember Brady wishes to trade her trip 5168 starting on March 7th for a specific trip. To
process this request, select the duty to be swapped and click on ‘Press here to select a specific
trip.’ Marion has chosen for the system to automatically forward the request to all legal
Crewmembers.

Because the trip Brady would like to trade is a four-day trip, she must select another four-day
trip from the list. After the new trip has been selected and Brady clicks ‘Request’, the trade
request will be forwarded to the crewmembers assigned to the selected trip & await approval
or denial from them.
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Example 2:
Crewmember Lawrence wishes to trade trip 190 starting on May 17th for another two-day
open trip. First she selects trip 190 from her roster and then ‘Press here to select an open trip’
to display a list of open trips in the FA position departing from any base.

Since the trip Lawrence would like to trade is a two-day trip, she must select another two-day
trip from the list. After the new open trip has been selected and Lawrence clicks ‘Request,’
the trade will be immediately processed if it is legal.
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‘Giveaway a trip/working duty with nothing in return’
Make a request to give-away a duty to another Crewmember and receive nothing in return.
Indicates the duty you would like to giveaway.
Example:
Crewmember O’Donovan would like to give-away trip 105 on March 26th. Once ‘Request’ is
selected, trip 105 will appear on the ‘Open Flight Bidding’ screen of Trip Trades, highlighted
in pink. Requests directed to a specific Crewmember will be forwarded to that Crewmember
and will not appear in’ Open Flight Bidding.’

If another Crewmember accepts trip 105 from Open Flight Bidding, the trip will be removed
from O’Donovan’s schedule and be replaced by an ‘N’. If trip 105 is not picked-up, it will
remain on O’Donovan’s schedule.

Further information on the ‘Open Flight Bidding’ option can be found later in this document.
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Summary of My Requests
The ‘Summary Of My Requests’ option provides details of pending requests as well as a
history of finalized or denied trades. In the event that a request is not finalized, the request
will be removed from the list at midnight on the date of the earliest duty being traded.

A drop down menu appears when a
request is forwarded to more than
one Crewmember.

Below is a list of functions available within the ‘Summary Of My Requests’ screen. For duty
or crew related information, click on a duty within one of the schedules.
Contact Details:

View contact details of the other Crewmember. The
parameters set by that Crewmember will determine
whether or not you are able view their details.

Re-evaluate Request:

Re-evaluate a pending request for other possible
trade options.

Accept and Finalize Trade:

This allows you to accept and finalize any trade
requests.

Delete Selected Request:

Deletes the pending trade request currently selected.
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View Requests Directed To Me

When a request has been forwarded to you, the Trip Trade button on the e-Crew main page
will become animated. Within Trip Trades, the ‘View Requests Directed To Me’ option will
show the number of requests displayed in red. In this example, 2 requests have been sent to
this Crewmember for possible acceptance. To process a trade, select the request at the top and
then press ‘Accept and Finalize Trade.’ If the Crewmember does not wish to accept the trade,
then press ‘Deny Request.’

Choose to ‘Accept’ or
‘Deny’ the trade request.

All requests that appear in this option were legal at the time the trade request was forwarded
to you. In the event that the trade is no longer legal, when the Accept and Finalize Trade
button is pressed, the system will issue a message similar to the one shown below.
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Personal Settings
Within the ‘Personal Settings’ Crewmembers may specify whether or not they wish to
receive trade requests from other Crewmembers, if other Crewmembers are allowed to view
their schedule and/or contact details and if they wish to receive an email when a trade is
finalized.
In order to activate all
trip trade functionality
and participate in the
trading process, Crew
must agree to the
statement indicated in
the ‘Legal Notice’
section by ticking the
applicable box.
To activate any of
these options, tick the
box next to the desired
setting and then press
‘Update Preference.’

If the email option is activated, an email will be sent to the Crewmember who requested the
trade once the trade is finalized. The email will be sent to the address entered in the ‘View /
Change Personal Information’ option of e-Crew.
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Open Flight Bidding
The Open Flight Bidding option provides several functionalities. From this screen, Crew may
trade with or pick-up from open time or duties advertised as a give-away request. Crew may
also drop a trip or working duty (reserve) to the company.
Duties are assigned to the first Crewmember who may legally accept the duty (‘first come
first serve’ basis). The trade will be finalized automatically when the ‘Accept trip’ button is
pressed.
The ‘Open Position’ column displays how many positions are currently un-crewed. For
example below, trip 5048 on the 4th of March is missing 1 FA.
Crew may view and trade for trips available in another Crew base. All duties within the same
Crew base as the requesting Crewmember will appear on the list first followed by duties from
other bases. A red line will separate each base.
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Duties Advertised as Giveaway Requests
When a Crewmember advertises a duty as a giveaway request through the “‘Giveaway a
trip/working duty with nothing in return’ option of ‘Trip Trade Requests,’ the duty will appear
at the bottom of the list following the open trips. These types of duties are easily distinguished
by the pink background color; the ‘Open Position’ column will appear blank.
In the example below the duties outlined in red are available to pick-up from other
Crewmembers.
These duties are available to pick-up from
another Crewmember. The Required Position
column will be blank.

Trips Posted for Premium Pay
Trips available for extra pay are distinguished by the green background color.
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How to Pick-Up an Open Trip or a Give-Away Request
This function allows Crewmembers to trade days off for either an open trip or a trip
advertised as a give-away.
To submit such a request, first tick the box next to the desired duty (background color will
turn grey) and then press ‘Accept Trip’ button.
In the example below, the Crewmember wishes to replace assigned days off from the 26th to
the 29th of October with open trip 4201. As long as the Crewmember can legally operate trip
4201, when the ‘Accept Trip’ button is pressed the trip will instantly be assigned.
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How to Trade a Trip for an Open Trip or a Give-Away Request
Crew may request to trade a trip assigned to their roster with an open trip advertised as a giveaway. The trade may involve duties of different durations and/or different dates.
To process this request, the Crewmember would click on the first day of the trip they wish to
drop, place a tick in the box next to the trip to be picked-up and then press ‘Accept Trip.’
In the example below, the Crewmember wishes to trade their 4 day trip starting on the 3rd of
November and in return pick-up an open trip beginning on the 27th of October. As long as all
legalities and company rules are meet, when the ‘Accept Trip’ button is pressed trip 4351 will
instantly be dropped from the schedule and trip 4115 assigned.
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How to Drop a Duty to the Company
Crew may request to drop a trip or working duty without receiving another trip or working
duty in return.
To process this request, the Crewmember selects the first day of the duty to be dropped and
then ticks the box next to ‘Tick here to activate the Drop Trip option…’ By ticking this
box, the ‘Submit Request’ option will become activated. Press this button to finish the
submit process.
In the example below, the Crewmember wishes to drop trip 4201 starting on the 26th of
October. After selecting the applicable tick box and ‘Submit Request’ button, if all company
rules are meet the trip will instantly be removed from the Crewmembers schedule.
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CDO TRADING:
CDO’s must be treated as individual whole trips.

Blocks of CDO’s may be traded with another FA in one transaction only if the trade is on the
same days.

To trade a CDO for an off day. FA that has the CDO must “giveaway” CDO to FA that has
off day
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To post CDO to bulletin board use giveaway screen as above with specific crewmember area
blank.
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